Automatically purification of aqueous CdTe nanocrystals in water-ethanol co-environment.
Purification is a separated post-treatment step after the synthesis of nanocrystals (NCs) in order to exclude excess ligands and monomers in NC solution. The common purification process involves many manipulations, such as concentrating, addition of anti-solvents and centrifugation, which are troublesome and time consuming. In this work, we originally integrate NC synthesis and NC purification in one-pot via selecting water-ethanol co-environment for NC synthesis and NC purification. Our research shows that NCs can grow in water-ethanol mixture. When growing into critical size, NCs will automatically precipitate from the solution. Element analysis demonstrates that precipitates fraction fits well with stoichiometric of ligand-capped NCs. Excess monomers are left in supernatant, and thus achieving automatically purification of NCs in the water-ethanol co-environment. By adjusting the volume ratios of water and ethanol in bi-solvent system, different-sized purified NCs can be controlled. Besides, this water-ethanol co-environment can be used in both thermal-promoted and hydrazine-promoted growth.